SCRAPPY GRANNY SQUARES QUILT

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS

- A partial jelly roll or assorted 2.5in squares
- 3.5 yards White background fabric
- 4 yards backing fabric
- 1 yard binding (x7 2.5in x WOF strips)

CUTTING

- Cut your jelly roll as you go.
- Cut x7 4.5in x WOF strips. Set aside for borders.
- Cut x36 2.5in x WOF strips. Set aside x13 strips for sashing. Subcut remaining 23 strips into x360-2.5in squares.

MAKE THE BLOCKS

Each block requires:
- x12 2.5in white background squares
- 13 assorted 2.5in print squares
  (x1 Center color - x4 middle color - x8 outer color)

- Layout each block as shown. Fig. 1
- Sew rows together using a 1/4in seam allowance. Press seams open or each row in opposite directions. Fig. 2
- Sew rows together lining up your seams. Fig. 3
- Sew the top and bottom square on by pinning in the center. Press seams open or away from center. Fig. 4
- Press block flat. Fig. 5
- Trim block 9in square leaving 1/4in - 3/8in from each point. Fig. 6

ASSEMBLE THE QUILT TOP

- Layout blocks as desired.
- Add 2.5in x 9in (or by the width your blocks are measuring at) white sashing to each block except the end column.
- Sew rows together.
- Measure rows and cut sashing to match.
- Sew rows together.
- Add a 4.5in border to top and bottom and then both sides.

Tip: Cut your squares 2.5in x 2.75in if you are having trouble squaring up your blocks.